
We collectively pray this newsletter finds each of you healthy and safe!

No one could have anticipated the devastating effects that this pandemic would have all over the world to include

Charleston, SC. Rest assured The Citadel has been working since the decision to move to remote teaching in

March to bring the Corps back face-to-face (F2F) this fall and honor Citadel Traditions. We have been testing new

technology and developing online training to ensure each student has a synchronous classroom experience, even

if remote.

Operation: Fall Return 2020
Operation Fall Return 2020 (https://go.citadel.edu/return/ ) provides the most up-to-date information on this

ongoing planning to meet that goal. In the fall, we will have alternating split sections so that half of the class is F2F

while social distancing and the other half will receive the same synchronized education online. The next lesson, the

roles reverse. Labs will continue F2F while ensuring every PPE precaution is in place to protect students, faculty,

and staff alike. The pillar of Respect will be raised to the highest level as we ask every person connected to The

Citadel experience (cadet, student, faculty, staff, family) to minimize those in their personal bubble and to

maximize continuous protection of not only themselves, but those around them until there is a vaccine. Respect

for others should not allow oneself to place someone else nor themselves in a position to be infected.

Creativity and Engineering Ingenuity
We hope that the articles in this newsletter brings you refuge even for a moment from isolation, masks, and social

distancing and the ability to reflect on the excitement that being at The Citadel as an engineer can bring. We will

analyze every action we take, because disruption is many times the spark for creativity. The Freshmen remote

orientation that begins 6 July ensures all incoming freshmen are better prepared for The Cadet experience and

should assist in first year retention. Please share your creative engineering solution stories that this disruption has

forced you to develop. Who knows, based on the input it could be a focus of our next newsletter.

Campus Events
Although many F2F campus activities will be limited, we continue to search for creative ways to ensure our

students are getting the best experience possible to include speakers, virtual construction site tours, etc. After

reading about all we are accomplishing, please consider assisting us in growing our programs, numbers of

engineering students, and student development opportunities by providing support through internships,

scholarships, and gifts to the School of Engineering.

Enjoy!

Highest regards from The Citadel,

Ron

Dean of Engineering and Louis S. LeTellier Chair

ronald.welch@citadel.edu
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Take 50 civil engineering majors from three sections of a

geotechnical engineering lab class and task them with finding

solutions for an aging earthen dam and what do you get? A

real world, undergraduate research/service learning project

with pragmatic results for a Charleston-area neighborhood.

“The project involved an evaluation of an earthen dam/levee

for a neighborhood located directly across the Ashley River

from The Citadel campus,” said Citadel Civil Engineering

professor Simon Ghanat, Ph.D., P.E.

“The Moreland Boat Club is a small residential community of

homes in West Ashley, just off St. Andrews Boulevard. It

surrounds a three-acre freshwater lake, impounded by an

earthen dam, including an overflow structure and spillway,

which outfalls directly into a tidal creek on the Ashley River.”

Ghanat, who led the project for his senior-level cadets and

evening undergraduate students, explained that the dam was

showing signs of age. The long-term viability of the structure

and the adjoining lake was a growing concern for the

community.

Ghanat decided the Moreland Boat Club levee was an ideal

project for his students to evaluate, to test and to

present in a report comparable to what they will produce

when they are professional engineers.

Ghanat also recruited seven area geotechnical engineers to

serve with him as faculty advisers on this volunteer project.

For about four months the cadets and students worked with

neighborhood leaders, conducted site visits and field

investigations. They collected soil samples, performed

laboratory analysis and evaluated results. They also performed

document and mapping searches.

They determined the dam was constructed around 1950 and

that hurricanes over the years have had a “crucial impact.”

They documented evidence of tidal impacts, erosion and

seepage that degraded the integrity of the levee.

Roots and weight from vegetation on the dam were also

proven to be problematic, as were adjustments made to

drainage on nearby land parcels over the years that had not

taken the dam into consideration.

Additionally, a spillway pipe was no longer viable and the dam

had too much water pressing on it with a sand composition

that made it vulnerable. ...

ENGINEERING SERVICE-LEARNING PROJECT 

PRODUCES REAL-WORLD SOLUTIONS

“At the end of their research and testing, the students

prepared a final report with recommendations that was

presented to the Moreland Boat Club community,”

Ghanat said.

The students presented ten recommendations for

improving the dam including replacing rip-rap (protective

rocks) and clearing vegetation. Their report stated an

eleventh option: “Do nothing. If nothing is done to this

dam, it is assumed that eventually the dam will fail.

Further geotechnical tests should be performed to

confirm this. The team does not recommend the ‘do

nothing option’ for this project.”

The recommendations for improvement were accepted

by the community and several have or will be

implemented.

“We cleared the levee of all trees and have finalizing plans

to revamp the levee. It is very evident now that it is

deficient,” said Jeff Stark, spokesperson for the Moreland

Boat Club community, wrote in a note to Ghanat. “I can

tell you we would not have gone ahead with this work

without the service learning report from The Citadel. It

provided exactly the detail we needed to make decisions

on moving forward. I can’t thank you enough for that.”

Former Cadet Brandi Duzz, who graduated in May of 2019

alongside some others who worked on the project, found

the work very rewarding.

“The first real-world experience involved was going to the

site to do fielded investigations, sampling and to record

observations. The second real-world experience was

providing a professionally-constructed document

consolidating the lab group’s recommendations for the

clients,” Duzz explained. “The third real-world experience

was reaching out to professional engineers and hearing

their expert opinion of what they would do if they had

this project.”

Duzz believed that working with professional engineers

was of great value.

“I was hesitant to reach out to a professional engineer at

first because I did not want to seem ignorant, but Dr.

Ghanat gave me the confidence to email her and then

follow up, asking for her professional insights. She

brought to my attention that we were missing a do-

nothing comparison and that the vegetation was an issue

and needed further testing.

Duzz now serves in the U.S. Marine Corps Reserve and

works as an engineer for Stantec in Charleston.

Ghanat, who was named the 2019 South Carolina Civil

Engineer of the Year, plans to pursue more

undergraduate research community projects like this one

for the future engineers he teaches. “It’s really the perfect

combination of real world engineering experience and

The Citadel’s mission of developing principled, servant

leaders,” he said.
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Every March is designated Women’s History Month by

Presidential proclamation. Institutions and organizations

around America, including The Citadel, participate in and

encourage the study, observance and celebration of the vital

role of women in American history and in society today.

Some of the ways the college has celebrated in the past

included featuring alumnae stories, reviewing newsworthy

contributions by Citadel women, by studying principled

leaders and by hosting distinguished guests.

In March 2020, The Citadel recognized a remarkable student

from the School of Engineering.

Cadet Julianna DeSalle is an Electrical Engineering major from

Navarre, Florida. She is a senior, and the head of her

department recommended her as one of the standout, future

leaders in her field.

Q. Why did you select The Citadel?

A. I selected The Citadel because of the discipline and high

standards required of a cadet. Both of my parents were active

duty Air Force service people and are now retired so I grew up

being held to a high standard.

Q. What compelled you to become an electrical engineer?

A. I chose to study engineering because I have always been

good with math and science and I also really enjoy being

hands on with the work that I do. I chose Electrical

Engineering because the discipline is so diverse I can do

whatever I want to do while having a firm educational

background.

Q. What is one of the most interesting experiences you’ve had

through The Citadel?

A. It was definitely different and exciting interning with

Freeport – McMoran, a mining company, for two summers. I

had never even thought about mining until I was called for an

interview. It was a great experience and has opened my eyes

to just how vast my opportunities are in the workforce.

Q. Your department head says you’ve received several job

offers?

A. It is really rewarding. After graduation I plan to move to

Bagdad, Arizona and start my career as a process automation

engineer in the mining industry.

Q. What else are you involved with on campus?

A. I am involved in many things on campus, but especially love

playing with my friends on the women’s club rugby team at…

WOMEN’S HISTORY MONTH: MEET CADET 

JULIANNA DESALLE, ELECTRICAL ENGINEER 

STANDOUT; FUTURE MINING INDUSTRY LEADER

The Citadel.

Q. What would you to say to young women considering The Citadel?

A. My recommendation for young women considering The Citadel is come here to grow, come here to develop as a person,

come here to become a better leader, follower, mentor, friend, daughter, person. Come here for a challenge and accept all

challenges with open arms.

Q. What is your top recommendation for young people considering your major?

A. My top recommendation for young people considering engineering as a major is don’t give up on what you want to do, it

will get hard but you can make it through, just don’t quit.
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Julianna DeSalle, center/front, with The Citadel women’s club rugby teamCadet Julianna DeSale on site during her engineering

internship with a global mining company

Cadet Julianna DeSalle with parents, Janet and John, during her Ring Ceremony.



Over January 3-7, 2020, Drs. Emily Bierman and

Jeff Plumblee, alongside a Clemson University

cohort of faculty and students, held events with

officials at the Universidad de San Carlos de

Guatemala (USAC) and Centro Universitario de

Zacapa (CUNZAC), including field visits to

remote vil lages, cultural tours, and joint

student poster sessions. USAC is the largest

university in Guatemala, with over 180,000

students.

The event initiated a partnership between the

academic institutions, leading to potential

future research opportunities, student

exchanges and study abroad opportunities, as

well as collaborative real-world capstone

projects. Clemson University, through the

Clemson Engineers for Developing Countries

(CEDC) program founded by Plumblee, signed a

Memorandum of Understanding with USAC

Rector Murphy Paíz, under which the Citadel

may operate in partnership with CEDC.

The team visited El Pinalito, a small remote

Mayan vil lage accessible only via 4x4,

approximately 1 hour off the nearest public

paved road. The vi l lage largely consists of

subsistence farmers. The visit included a

meeting with the entire community in which the

needs of the community were discussed, food

and nutritional supplements were distributed, a

preliminary assessment on the vil lage water

system was done, and the team learned about

the day-to-day lives of community members.

The team attended a cultural activity in which

CUNZAC invited the national marimba band…

CITADEL FACULTY TRAVEL TO DEVELOPING

COMMUNITIES IN GUATEMALA

PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND 

ENGINEERING LEADERSHIP

and internationally renowned dancers to perform traditional music and dances. The US and

Guatemalan teams began to break down cultural barriers, with US faculty and students being

cal led up to dance the traditional dances.

Dr. Jeff Plumblee partaking in the traditional dancing. 

Dr. Emily Bierman with the team on the way to El Pinalito. 



As seen in The Post and Courier, by Bo Peterson

Mohamed Baghdady leans to the microphone and says the

word “one.” A lone mechanical finger on the table responds

with a curl, then rises upright.

At another table in The Citadel engineering lab, a complete

robotic hand spells the sign language letters for “c-a-t” from

instructions typed on a computer. The movement is driven by

motors and fishing line.

Baghdady, a cadet, is building a pair of hands to communicate

as a teaching aid and potentially as a human substitute when

an American Sign Language translator can’t be brought in.

The hands would work with voice recognition software,

replicating the spelling and gestures human hands use to

communicate with someone who is deaf.

The work in professor Robert Rabb’s class could lead to

another breakthrough in the uses of robotic limbs — a world

of prosthetics and “microbots” diagnosing illnesses inside the

body.

But maybe the coolest feature of the hands is you could build

them at home. The class final product won’t be a pair of

hands; it’ll be an online workshop on the website

Instructables’ how-to guide.

“Even a middle-schooler could build this project,” said cadet

Paul Vargas. “It’s not only mobile, it’s cheaper to use, cheaper

to produce than most robotics, and it fills a need.”

There are a few obstacles to overcome.

The first control board the cadets built blew up on them: It

needed a shield. The vocal-recognition computer program

struggles with words that begin or end with a vowel.

The class is now trying to flex the hand wrists — a necessary

component to communicating in sign. In early prototypes,

moving the hand took so much electricity it left the finger

joints unable to return upright, said cadet Zachery Danis.

But the biggest hurdle is a little-realized subtlety in ASL itself.

The “grammar” of sign language includes physical or facial

expressions of the interpreter, said Jason Hurdich, an ASL

interpreter who gained fame when he interpreted for Gov.

Nikki Haley in 2016 as she pleaded for residents to evacuate

ahead of Hurricane Matthew.

Hurdich, now a Clemson University professor teaching sign

language, commented from his experience and not as a…

SC CADET STUDENTS BUILD ROBOT HANDS 

TO TEACH AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE

professor, he said.

When signing, the face tells

the intention instead of the

hands. For example, a

question that requires a yes

or no answer is

communicated by facial

expression.

“Imagine speaking English

with no inflection,” Hurdich

said.

That’s the limit of

communicating simply with

hands.

“Robotic hands are cool. The

technology is great. But there

are gaps,” he said.

Rabb’s students realize

this. The work won’t be

completed by this class alone.

They hope research

continued by classes after

them eventually comes up

with a technical substitute for

expression. But just getting

the hands to work well

enough to teach basics would

be valuable.

Rabb came up with the idea

while attending his daughter’s

graduation and watching an

ASL interpreter.

“How do people out in

remote areas get this?” he

asked himself.

The answer is, a lot of them

don’t.

ASL is the third most often

used language in the United

States, Hurdich said. But there

are not enough instructors,

much less interpreters.

So that means The Citadel

group is on to something.

“I’d be concerned about

grammar,” he said. “But I’m

definitely curious about the

hands.”

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 

DEPARTMENT Zachery-Danis-works-with-classmates-on-a-robotic-hand-that-they-are-trying-to-teach-

American-Sign-Language at The Citadel on Wednesday, March 4, 2020. 

(Courtesy: Lauren Petracca, The Post and Courier)

Image of robotic hand demonstrating American Sign Language 

on Wednesday, March 4, 2020. 

(Courtesy: Dr. Robert Rabb, The Citadel School of Engineering)

Zachery-Danis-works-with-classmates-on-a-robotic-hand-that-they-are-trying-to-teach-

American-Sign-Language at The Citadel on Wednesday, March 4, 2020. 

(Courtesy: Lauren Petracca, The Post and Courier)



While most high-school seniors, in the Fall of 2016, were enjoying more freedoms that come with the

traditional college experience, a select few reported to The Citadel. This special group of individuals pushed

themselves through an immensely challenging environment, where most young adults would easily faulter

and fold under the pressure. Today, graduating members of the South Carolina Corps of Cadets have shown

all of us the full potential and promise held in a generation coming of age, when individuals are unwavering

in honor, commitment, discipline, and focus.

In this edition of our newsletter, we choose to recognize each graduate of the School of Engineering’s Class

of 2020, as our featured student. While the COVID-19 health crisis has robbed our graduates of many of the

ceremonial honors that come with graduation, no health crisis can rob our graduates of the honor they have

earned as Citadel Graduates. Because of this, we want to specifically enumerate each one of our students and

recognize the hard work and dedication behind each degree – both undergraduate and graduate graduates.

On behalf of all the members of The Citadel Community and the School of Engineering, we’d like you to

know that it was our privilege to have been part of your journey and look forward to hearing about all the

accomplishments that we know will be soon to follow.

Rather than saying good luck, because we know you won’t need it, we simply say keep in touch.

We look forward to the day where we can celebrate and honor you in the way you deserve.

FEATURED STUDENT

SPECIAL MESSAGE TO THE CLASS OF 2020

Joseph Morgan Hunt Alsbrook
Marshall James Anderson F
Christina Soyden Arnold
Roman Alexander Arnold
Mohamed Gaber Baghdady 
Michael Patrick Barbero II
Phillip Matthew Barrett
Ashton Powell Bateman
Dylan Charles Belida
Albert William Bergeron III
Zachary Thomas Blackburn
Christian Alexander Brackett
Hunter Alston Bridges
Matthew Brizzee
John Zachary Burchfield
Matthew Alexander Byrnes
Albert Ryan Cain, Jr.
Carlos Xavier Camacho
Peyton Alexander Campbell
Jay Baxter Caldwell III
Vincent Marino Candela
Samuel Bennett Charles
Cameron Christian Cobb
Salvatore Constantinos Coluccio 
Joshua William Cooper 
Connor Franklin Corbett
Brian Alexander Cothran
Taylor James Cox
Christopher Michael Cramer 
John Willson Croft
Zachary Shannon Crosby
John Joo Hwan Cruz 
Richard Cole Cummings
Daniel Alexander Curlee 
Malcolm David Dalhouse
William Alexander Daniel
Zachery James Danis
Robert Gage Davidson III
Jonathan Matthew Davis
Preston Matthew Dawes 
Julianna Marie DeSalle
Rutledge Anthony Detyens, Jr.
Jacob Pasquale DiSabatino
Oliver Andrew Doherty
Jared Brian Douglas
James Arjay Dubose II
William Waldron Durnan
Ethan Victor Eich
Mustapha Mohamed Elgazar
Trevon Debarr Elliott-Ford
Joshua Bailey Evans 
Tyler Grant Farr
Stephen Pablo Fernandez de Bobadilla
Johnny Vernon Finley III
Jesse Joseph Fitzhenry
Nicole Marie Flexner
Martin James Fosberry III
Kayla Usmil Funes
Canzetta Mardrice Gailliard

Griffith Blaine Gaillard
Jacob Isaac Gates
Drake Williams Garrett
Justin Blake Geisler 
Jon-Scot Bradley Gilstrap
Rafael Guido Gonzalez
Jeremy Christian Green
Douglas Henry Gudenburr
Sara Margaret Gulia
Trace Jordon Guy 
Dillon Wesley Harper
Spencer Cash Harrelson
Nicholas John Harrington
Jesse Vere Havener
Charles Brandon Helms
James Rodney Hendrickson
William P Hope IV
Jason Phillip Hough
Joshua Gaynay Htoo
Nicholas Crosswell Hudgens
Ryan Matthew Huntington
Quintin Bentley Hutchins
Gary Scott Ice
James Patrick Jennings
Colin Andrew Jumper
Liam Clyde Kelley
Aidan Christopher Kidd
Austin Chandler Kilpatrick
Bryan Jongin Kim 
Kara Marie Klein
Jonathan Fuentes Kollmann
Nathan Thomas Kovacs
William Edward Kroeger
Denis James Kuchta III
Ariel Lindsay Linder 
Blake Allen Lipscomb
Diego Alberto Lopez
Elijah Jeremiah Lowe
Jial Alain Jaca Lucillo
Mary Frances Mace
Jeremy Stephen Mackey
Thomas Albert Madden
Patrick Dennis Mangum, Jr.
Ricky Linn Marchant, Jr.
Joseph Luke Martinez
Jaron Jeffrey Marzitelli
Sara Moeller Massey
William Richard Mathis
Alexander Thomas Hugh McAlear
Matthew Owen McAlpin
Dennis Paul McCann, Jr.
David Evan McDonald
Andre Evrol Mckenzie
Dallas Charles McNamara 
Nicholas Allen Michael
Trace Nevin Moore
John Andrew Mueller, Jr.
Michael Thomas Murray, Jr.
Karina Naumenko 

Joshua David Nettles
Zacarias Hunter Neu
Andrew Russell Lee Newton
Timothy Mitchell Nichols
Scott Owens
Matthew Kellard Paiva
Miles Timothy Pappas
Brian Benjamin Parker
Sebastian Noah Parker
Benjamin Franklin Parmenter II
Jacob Tyler Peckham
Justin Michael Peek
Hernan Elias Peña III
Nathaniel Zane Peterson
Nathaniel Gregory Phillip
Calvin Pitts
Chandler Griffith Polk
Michael Jacob Popovich
Donald Larry Price
Jack Logan Pyritz
Gabriel Omar Ramos
Matthew James Ransom
Christian Revollo
Lake Garrison Riddle
Nicholas Clark Rivers
Joe Robinson
Jack Powers Rollings
Huntor Joseph Ross 
Riley Gerald Rozanski
Michael Tyler Rudd
Samuel Lloyd Santiago 
Thomas Adam Schaefer
Michael Alan Schmieder
Christopher Schrieks
John Lucas Semsar
Cole Stephen Smith
Maxx Oliver Snell
Hailey Nicole Sobota
Raymond Alan Sullivan
Homer Tipton III
Kyle Carter Terris
Scott James Thompson
Brandi Renee Vanover
Jonathan Raymond Urbanic
Roger Alfredo Valenzuela
Paul Vincent Vargas
Vayk Voskian
Brycen Orcino Walrath
Devon Lambert Wall
Dante Robert Weatherholt
Dawn Wells
William Harley Logan Westmoreland III
Timothy Jacob Wentworth
Alexander James White
Chase Joseph Wilson
Sasha Marie Wilson-Ochoa
Andrew David Wittman II
Darrian Robert Wyble



The uncertainty surrounding the coronavirus pandemic feels new to most of us. However, to some alumni who

lived through the polio epidemic, it is all too familiar. In 1948, Guy White, III, ’56, was 13 years old. With no

vaccine in sight, Guy’s parents kept him close to home in the summer months. To help fight the boredom of

isolation, his father bought him a camera and set up a darkroom in their home. Photography would become a

lifelong pursuit. When questioned about his love of the craft, Guy states. “My goal is to examine the beauty in

common objects, the built environment and the faces we encounter in everyday life.

Brought up in Asheville, North Carolina, Guy attended The Citadel after completing high school in three years.

Immediately after graduating with an electrical engineering degree in 1956, Guy married his high school

sweetheart, Kay. He was commissioned as a second lieutenant in the U.S. Army on June 2, 1956; served in the

active Army Reserve in Pennsylvania; and, upon moving to South Carolina, joined the 151st Signal Battalion of

the South Carolina Army National Guard. He completed his service obligation in 1964 with the rank of captain.

He would continue his education at Clemson earning a Master of Engineering degree in 1977.

Guy began his engineering career working for the utility companies Westinghouse and the South Carolina

Electric Company, where he was granted a patent for a primary winding switch used to increase distribution

system capacity. In 1964, he entered the consulting engineering field with a focus on power systems planning,

analysis and design; aerial and underground power distribution systems; and electrical infrastructure for

buildings. He worked as a principal engineer and partner at several consulting firms before opening his own…

FEATURED ALUMNI

firm, Guy White and Associates, Electrical Engineers, in 1987, assuming the role of CEO and Senior Consultant.

In 2001, White transferred ownership of the firm and retired from active practice in 2009.

A registered professional engineer (retired) in Pennsylvania, North Carolina, Georgia, West Virginia, Florida,

Tennessee, Virginia, Maryland and Texas; and PE Emeritus in South Carolina, White served as the electrical

engineer of record for nearly five thousand projects throughout the eastern United States.

He is a life member of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers and was a member of the National

Society of Professional Engineers, the American Council of Engineering Companies, the National Fire Protection

Association, the Illuminating Engineering Society of North America, the Acoustical Society of America and the

Association of the United States Army.

He received the Service to the Profession Award from the American Council of Engineering Companies of South

Carolina in 2005. He is a former member of The Citadel School of Engineering Executive Board and the Electrical

and Computer Engineering Department Advisory Board.

He is a charter member of Tau Beta Pi, Gamma Chapter, at The Citadel. He served on the Partnership Board of

the University of South Carolina School Of Medicine, was Chair of the City of Columbia Electrical Board of

Appeals and is a Presbyterian Elder.

Guy now enjoys retirement with Kay and their three children, eight grandchildren and the excitement of the first

great grandchild due in July. Although speaking of his love for photography, Guy also gave a glimpse of what

drives a successful Citadel engineer: “At its core, minimalist photography is about cherishing what we value and

eliminating distractions.”

GUY HAYWOOD WHITE III ‘56

Loch Lomand Scotland

(Courtesy: Guy H White III)



For more stories like these and others from around 
The Citadel please visit today.citadel.edu


